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Abstract. We investigate relativistic quantum mechanics (RQM) for particles with arbitrary magnetic
moment. We compare two well known RQM models: a) Dirac equation supplemented with an incremental
Pauli term (DP); b) Klein-Gordon equations with full Pauli EM dipole moment term (KGP). We compare
exact solutions to the external field cases in the limit of weak and strong (critical) fields for: i) homogeneous
magnetic field, and ii) the Coulomb 1/r-potential. For i) we consider the Landau energies and the Landau
states as a function of the gyromagnetic factor (g-factor). For ii) we investigate contribution to the Lamb
shift and the fine structure splitting. For both we address the limit of strong binding and show that
these two formulations grossly disagree. We discuss possible experiments capable of distinguishing between
KGP and DP models in laboratory. We describe impact of our considerations in astrophysical context
(magnetars). We introduce novel RQM models of magnetic moments which can be further explored.
PACS. 13.40.Em Electric and magnetic moments 03.65.PmRelativistic wave equations 31.30.J-Relativistic
and quantum electrodynamics (QED) 36.10.-kExotic atoms and molecules 97.60.GbPulsars, Magnetars
1 Introduction
1.1 Magnetic Moment in QM
We have recently recognized [1] that an additional physical
principle or guiding assumption is required to uniquely
characterize relativistic classical particle dynamics with
magnetic moment. In the current work we address the
quantum dynamics non-uniqueness [2,3].
In the following we study relativistic Fermi particles
with ‘anomalous’ a 6= 0 gyromagnetic ratio g i.e. anoma-
lous magnetic moment (AMM)
µ = g
e~
2mc
σ
2
≡ −g µB σ
2
, a ≡ g
2
− 1 , (1)
where µB is the Bohr magneton
1.
We address two different models of introducing anoma-
lous magnetic moment in QM:
(a) the Dirac-Pauli (DP) first order equation which is the
Dirac equation where g-factor is precisely fixed to the
g = 2, with the addition of an incremental Pauli term;
and
(a) the Klein-Gordon-Pauli (KGP) second order equation
which “squares” the Dirac equation and thereafter al-
lows the magnetic moment µ to vary independently of
charge and mass, unlike Dirac theory.
These two approaches coincide when the anomaly a van-
ishes. However, all particles that have magnetic moments
1 We will use the conventions of negative electric charge e =
−|e| and Gaussian units throughout.
differ from the Dirac value g = 2, either due to their com-
posite nature, or, for point particles, due to the quantum
vacuum fluctuation effect.
We find that even a small magnetic anomaly has a
large effect in the limit of strong fields generated by mas-
sive magnetar stars [4]. Therefore it is not clear that the
tacit assumption of g = 2 in the case of strong fields [5,6,
7] is allowed [8]. This argument is especially strong con-
sidering tightly bound composite particles such as pro-
tons and neutrons where the large anomalous magnetic
moment can be taken as an external prescribed param-
eter unrelated to the elementary quantum vacuum fluc-
tuations, and it is of particular interest to study the dy-
namical behavior of these particles in fields of magnetar
strength. This interest carries over to the environment of
strong fields created in focus of ultra-intense laser pulses
and the associated particle production processes [9,10].
We consider also precision spectroscopic experiments and
recognize consequences even in the weak coupling limit.
We evaluate contributions for precision hydrogen muonic
atom Lamb shift experiments [11].
All the above provides motivation for a closer anal-
ysis of how different methods of introducing anomalous
magnetic moment to RQM lead to different physical pre-
dictions, which allows model elimination by comparison
with experiment. While we will discuss consequences of
the previously explored DP equation, the majority of the
novel material in this paper will deal with the KGP equa-
tion which has received less attention in prior literature
and thus, for purpose of this work, most of the results need
to be newly derived, except where noted otherwise.
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One of the important outcomes of this work is the
recognition of additional selection criteria for effective field
theory (EFT) approaches offered by the presence of strong
fields. In the weak field environment, both methods, KGP
and DP, are suitable as EFT methods of dealing with mag-
netic moment. Our results show vital differences in the
physical outcomes in presence of strong fields. We will ar-
gue that the DP version is not favored and that the KGP-
EFT approach may need a further improvement. In our
work we address solely point particles, thus challenges of
Zemach moments [12] do not enter the present discussion.
The advantage of the the KGP dynamics is that it in-
corporates both possible signs of the magnetic moment,
irrespective of the sign of the electric charge, a choice
that is lost in the DP single particle model. The mag-
netic moment sign choice is tacitly made when writing for
the Dirac operator γ · p ±m; choosing minus sign in the
mass term we choose the conventional magnetic moment
sign, the other sign leads to opposite magnetic moment
sign. The incorporation of both magnetic moment signs
in fundamental equation for relativistic fermion dynamics
doubles the number of degrees of freedom from usual 4 in
the Dirac case to 2× 4 = 8 in the KGP case.
Some may ask why the behavior of effective single par-
ticle model theories in the presence of strong external
fields warrants our interest. A foundational motivation to
offer the present study is that we believe it has never been
settled which quantum theory description should be the
basis for the development of the quantum field theory of
matter and fields: for example Schwinger in the study of
Euler-Heisenberg-Schwinger effective EM action [13] com-
putes the vacuum fluctuations adopting as basis the KGP
dynamics, followed by factor 1/2 to remove the magnetic
moment sign degeneracy as both particles with positive
and negative magnetic moment were allowed to fluctuate
in the vacuum.
1.2 Outline
We introduce in quantitative fashion relativistic quantum
equations with anomalous magnetic moment in section 2,
presenting both DP (section 2.1) and KGP (section 2.2)
equations. Relativistic covariance of both KGP and DP
equations is addressed in section 2.3. In section 2.4 We
discuss currents and the physical degrees of freedom in-
herent to the higher order formulation in section 2.5. This
also allows us to comment on the procedure of canoni-
cal 2nd quantization, but the full treatment is beyond the
scope of the present work.
We then turn in section 3 to study the case of a ho-
mogeneous magnetic field. We solve the KGP equation in
section 3.1) and analyze the Landau levels using the lad-
der operator method in section 3.2. We show in section 3.3
that, like the nonrelativistic case, the Landau levels lose
their degeneracy in the presence of an anomalous magnetic
moment, but that this degeneracy is restored for certain
values of the g-factor. We compare these results to the
DP case in section 3.4, relying on solutions available in
literature [14]. We argue that DP solutions, which do not
depend only on the magnetic moment of a particle but
in an incoherent way also on anomaly, lack the required
physical simplicity we see in the KGP case.
In section 4 we solve the KGP-Coulomb problem and
report the exact energy levels along with the perturbative
expansion showing the influence of the (anomalous) mag-
netic moment on the fine structure and Lamb shift which
differ from the expressions obtained in Dirac (g = 2) or DP
formulations. We evaluate the hydrogen and certain exotic
atom effects, searching for an opportunity for further ex-
perimental insight in modern spectroscopic experiments.
Section 5 deals with the consequences of strong bind-
ing exhibited in critical high strength fields. The appro-
priateness of using the DP and KGP equations as effec-
tive theories is discussed in section 5.1. The case of ex-
treme magnetic fields, such as those found in magnetars,
is considered in section 5.2. Section 5.3 suggests an im-
proved version of the KGP equation, which produces bet-
ter strong field behavior. For critical binding of high-Z
nuclei we compare in section 5.4 the analytic solutions of
the KGP equation to the numerical solutions of DP pre-
sented by Thaller [15], and review another analysis done
by Barut and Kraus [16,17]. Our findings are summarized
in section 6 where we also discuss future research direc-
tions.
2 Relativistic equation with anomalous
magnetic moment
2.1 Dirac-Pauli equation
The DP formulation is given by the Dirac equation with an
additional Pauli term that is responsible for the anomalous
moment(
γµ (i~c∂µ − eAµ)−mc2 − a e~
4mc
σµνF
µν
)
ψ = 0 , (2)
where σµν =
i
2
[γµ, γν ] , (3)
is the spin tensor that is proportional to the commutator
of the gamma matrices and Fµν is the standard EM field
tensor. Unless otherwise stated, all gamma matrices will
be evaluated in the Dirac representation.
The last term in Eq. (2), known as the Pauli term,
represents a coupling of magnetic moment to electric and
magnetic fields and evaluates to
1
2
σµνF
µν = iα ·E −Σ ·B , (4)
where we use the conventions
α = γ0γ , Σ = γ5α , γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 , γ
2
5 = 1 . (5)
Equation (2) in the non-relativistic limit incorporates the
Hamiltonian term
HˆAMM = −a e~
2mc
σ ·B , (6)
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which is the energy due to an anomalous magnetic mo-
ment. One refers here to the Shro¨dinger-Pauli (SP) equa-
tion.
The popularity of Eq. (2) is due to its close connec-
tion to the Dirac equation. Moreover, DP allows for small
anomalous moments perturbative exploration of any prob-
lem which has known Dirac equation solutions. The dis-
advantages are also known:
1. The total magnetic moment is obscured having been
split into an explicit anomalous contribution; and the
implicit contribution buried in the spinor structure
of the DP equation. This is not surprising given the
ad-hoc nature of introducing anomalous magnetic mo-
ment in this way.
2. This formulation is barred from being the basis for
a well behaved quantum field perturbative treatment;
the interaction Lagrangian, which produces the anoma-
lous moment,
LAMM = −a e~
4mc
ψ¯σµνψF
µν , (7)
is non renormalizable [18] as the coupling coefficient
has natural units of length.
2.2 Klein-Gordon-Pauli equation
The KGP equation, unlike the Dirac or its DP extension,
is second order in derivatives(
(i~c∂µ − eAµ)2 −m2c4 − g
2
e~c
2
σµνFµν
)
Ψ = 0 . (8)
For g = 2 one finds Eq. (8) by first considering the Dirac
equation
D+ψ =
(
γµ (i~c∂µ − eAµ)−mc2
)
ψ = 0 . (9)
The operator D+ is considered to be the “positive mass”
operator which vanishes on a wave function with positive
mass eigenstate. We can then “square” Eq. (9) by intro-
ducing the substitution
ψ → D−Ψ, (10)
D− =
(
γµ (i~c∂µ − eAµ) +mc2
)
, (11)
into Eq. (9), yielding
D+D−Ψ = 0 , (12)
where D− is the corresponding negative mass operator.
This operator is related to the traditional positive mass
operator via chiral operator γ5 conjugation
D− = −γ5D+γ5, [D+,D−] = 0 . (13)
We should point out that the substitution Eq. (10)
requires some coefficient of proportionality to preserve
the required units, which will be discussed further in sec-
tion 2.4 when normalizing states of Ψ . Making use of
the commutation and anti-commutation relations of the
gamma matrices, it is easy to verify that Eq. (12) is the
KGP Eq. (8) for g = 2.
The KGP formulation was introduced by Fock [19]
(however, with g = 2) and subsequently studied by Feyn-
man and Gell-Mann [20], Brown [2], in the context of weak
interactions. This interest is motivated by the observation
that all operators in the wave equation Eq. (8) commute
with γ5 therefore all eigenfunctions are good chiral eigen-
states.
On first sight parity seems to be violated by the Pauli
term, since it does not commute with γ0. However, the
parity of EM fields is opposite, and this behavior assures
that actual solutions are also parity eigenfunctions. This
is seen more explicitly by writing Eq. (4) in the format
1
2
σµνFµν = σ ·
(
iγ5E −B) . (14)
The presence in Eq. (8) of a single (Pauli) term which
contains the entire spin and thus magnetic moment be-
havior of the particle makes the separation of charge and
magnetic dipole moment more natural. By allowing the
g-factor to vary to any value we are able to introduce the
anomalous magnetic moment in the context of a second
order equation.
The price we pay in the KGP case is losing the con-
nection to the first order Dirac equation and the simple
conjugation properties of Eq. (13). In other words, it is no
longer obvious how to convert back to a first order equa-
tion without considering some other line of thought. Equa-
tion (8) takes on the form of an inhomogeneous Klein-
Gordon equation acting on a four-spinor field.
We can show that Eq. (8) is mathematically distinct
from Eq. (2) by attempting to “square” Eq. (2), which pro-
duces cross terms between momentum and the Pauli term
which are absent in Eq. (8). Efforts have also been made
exploring KGP as the basis of a quantum field theory and
its renormalization [21,22]. KGP has also found use as an
effective field theory providing a description of the Comp-
ton scattering of low energy protons [23].
It is of relevance to always remember that the KGP
equation remains a 4-spinor equation. We can introduce
two 2-spinors which will be of immediate use when we
normalize the KGP solutions we will study. Specifically,
the stationary wave function ΨE(x) can be cast into the
format
ΨE =
(
χsE
φsE
)
. (15)
Here both χsE and φ
s
E are two-component spinors. For
completeness let us restate the stationary form of KGP
equation in this notation(
KKG + sg ·B −isg ·E
−isg ·E KKG + sg ·B
)(
χsE
φsE
)
= 0 , (16)
where we introduced
KKG ≡ (E − eV )2 − (i~c∇− eA)2 −m2c4 , (17)
sg ≡ gec~σ
2
. (18)
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This form Eq. (16) shows explicitly that the Coulomb prob-
lem involves the full 4-spinor dynamics, while the mag-
netic field problem naturally separates into upper and
lower components.
It is possible to prediagonalize and separate the 4-
spinor format into two 2-spinor equations, which is Feyn-
man’s preferred form [20]. First we break Ψ into upper and
lower components as seen in Eq. (16) allowing the rewrit-
ing of the KGP equation as a set of two coupled equations
for χsE , φ
s
E . Then we add and subtract the two equations
yielding
0=
(
(i~c∂µ − eAµ)2−m2c4+ sg · F±
)
(χsE ∓ φsE) , (19)
with F± = B ± iE . (20)
The above procedure is equivalent to expressing the KGP
equation in the Weyl or chiral representation. This turns
out to complicate the understanding of what particle (and
antiparticle) solutions are and we will not use this further
in our work.
2.3 Relativistic Covariance
A well studied ingredient to relativistic quantum mechan-
ics is the symmetry of the equations under Lorentz trans-
formation for boosts and rotations (Poincare´ symmetry
by including translations and discrete transformations).
More specifically we require that wave equations are a)
equivalent when written in another reference frame and
b) there exists a prescription of how to relate the equa-
tions between the two frames RF and RF ′. For the Dirac
equation this procedure is well-known and will be repeated
for completeness. The Dirac equation in the primed frame
RF ′ is (
γ′µ
(
i~c∂′µ − eA′µ
)−mc2)ψ′ = 0 . (21)
We note that the gamma matrices will be unchanged dur-
ing transformation and that four-vectors transform as
γ′µ = γµ , A′µ = aµνA
ν , (22)
where aµν are the set of matrices which facilitate the trans-
formations. The primed wave function ψ′ must be related
to ψ linearly through some matrix S
ψ′ = Sψ , (23)
which is determined by the structure of Lorentz transfor-
mations. For equation Eq. (21) to be equivalent to Eq. (9),
the matrix S must satisfy
S−1γµS = aµνγ
ν . (24)
Using the method of infinitesimal transformations
a νµ = δ
ν
µ + 
ν
µ , µν = −νµ, S = 1 + Sinf. ,
(25)
for arbitrary boosts or rotations S has the form
S = exp
(
− i
4
σµνµν
)
. (26)
For the KGP equation, the procedure is similar. We will
rewrite Eq. (8) as(
~2c2hµν∇µA∇νA +m2c4
)
Ψ = 0 , (27a)
hµν = gµν − ig
2
σµν , ∇µA = ∂µ +
ie
~c
Aµ , (27b)
where ∇µA is the gauge covariant derivative. The tensor
hµν can be interpreted as an extended metric tensor. In
the frame RF ′, the Eq. (27a) is(
~2c2h′µν∇′µA∇′νA +m2c4
)
Ψ ′ = 0 . (28)
As the tensor hµν is made up of commutators and anti-
commutators of γµ, it is unchanged. If we again require
that the wave function Ψ transforms linearly then
h′µν = hµν , Ψ
′ = MΨ . (29)
For the KGP equation to be relativistically covariant then
the matrix M must satisfy
M−1hµνM = a αµ a
β
ν hαβ . (30)
Since the metric tensor is unchanged by this transforma-
tion, the above equation reduces to
M−1σµνM = a αµ a
β
ν σαβ . (31)
The g-factor which appears in the tensor hµν vanishes
in Eq. (31) which means that g-factor does not effect the
Lorentz (or Poincare´) covariance of the KGP equation.
Therefore magnetic moment does not modify Poincare´
symmetry. Without difficulty we can also rewrite Eq. (31)
using products of Eq. (24), which means that
S = M . (32)
Alternatively this result can be obtained by considering
the infinitesimal transformations and making use of the
commutator [σµν , σαβ ]. The DP equation also is covariant
due to Eq. (32).
2.4 Conserved currents
Before continuing to the Coulomb 1/r-potential problem
which is one of the cases studied in this work we consider
how solutions to the KGP equation are to be normalized,
asking if the spin structure interferes in some manner.
An appropriate Lagrangian that describes the equation of
motion in Eq. (8) is given by [23]
L = ~2c2
(
∇µ†A Ψ¯
)
hµν (∇νAΨ)−m2c4Ψ¯Ψ . (33)
We note that the field Ψ must have units [length]−1, which
differs from the Dirac or DP ψ fields, which have units of
[length]−3/2.
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The conserved current can then be expressed as
J µ =− ∂L
∂e~cAµ
≡ J µConv + J µMag (34)
=iΨ¯ (∇µAΨ)− i
(
∇µ†A Ψ¯
)
Ψ
+
g
2
Ψ¯σµβ
(
∇βAΨ
)
− g
2
(
∇†βA Ψ¯
)
σ µβ Ψ .
The conserved current Eq. (34) can be interpreted as the
sum of a convection current JConv and magnetization cur-
rent JMag . This is nearly identical to the familiar Gordon
Decomposition of the Dirac current, with the exception
that the magnetization current is proportional to the g-
factor; the only other difference being that the Ψ and ψ
fields have different units and therefore differ in constants
in front of the current terms
J µConv = iΨ¯ (∇µAΨ)− i
(
∇µ†A Ψ¯
)
Ψ, (35a)
J µMag = −
g
2
∂β
(
Ψ¯σβµΨ
)
. (35b)
The magnetic current Eq. (35b) is given by the divergence
of the spin density, and by antisymmetry of σβµ it is is con-
served. Since the total current J µ Eq. (34) is conserved,
J µConv Eq. (35a) is also conserved.
2.5 Physical degrees of freedom
The case g = 2 arises from the product of two covari-
ant Dirac equations differing in sign of m, see Eq. (12).
Thus in the set of KGP solutions we obtain contains not
four but eight types of basis solutions. Aside of spin (2×)
and charge (=particle-antiparticle) (2×), we now also have
magnetic moment sign (2×). This is so since in the non-
relativistic reduction the sign of m in the Dirac equation
is found in the magnetic moment µ ∝ g/(±m). Using
the techniques pioneered by Feshbach and Villars [24],
the KGP equation can be explicitly separated into an 8-
component equation [25,26] (these authors restrict them-
selves to g = 2) showing the larger space the KGP equa-
tion occupies when compared to the Dirac equation.
This feature of the KGP equation is desirable since it
allows us to pick the opposite sign of magnetic moment
for particles doublets such as proton and neutron without
inventing a new dynamical equation. We do not see a rea-
son why this interpretation of the doubling of the number
of degrees of freedom cannot be maintained for g 6= 2.
Like in the Dirac and similarly the KG equations, one
must wisely choose the basis states that now belong to
a relatively large eight degrees of freedom. We take the
convective current as the base for the normalization of
eigenstates that in the non-relativistic limit become the
solutions of the Pauli equation. The normalization reduces
therefore to
N = 2
∫
dx3Ψ¯E (E − eV )ΨE . (36)
In the KGP case we have second non-positivity originating
in the spinor character of the wave function ΨE . Inserting
Eq. (15) into Eq. (36)
N =2
∫
d3x
(
χ† sE (E − eV )χsE − φ† sE (E − eV )φsE
)
. (37)
Unlike the case of the KG equation we are dealing with
a spinor equation and we need to set up the meaning of
Eq. (36) so that particle interpretation is possible. Here we
note that KGP normalization combines challenges seen in
both Dirac and Klein-Gordon cousins.
The norm Eq. (37) is not positive definite since
– Like in KG equation the coefficient E− eV in Eq. (36)
can be positive and negative, for the plane wave solu-
tions the norm follows the sign of E, and there are
both positive and negative energy solutions. In the
KG-Boson case one associates this sign with the charge
of the Bose-(anti)particle considered.
– In reduction of the spinor Eq. (36) to componentwise
Eq. (37) we recognize the additional sign depending on
which component dominates; this is reminiscent of the
Dirac equation solution.
– A third minus sign arises considering choice of creation
of particles and antiparticles sets in the quantum Fermi
field operator
Ψˆ =
∑
+
bˆ+ψ+ +
∑
−
dˆ†−ψ− , (38)
E+ > 0, E− < 0 ,
where like in the Dirac case we assign the negative
energy solutions (for weak fields) to be the antiparticle
states associated with a creation operator. The sign
arises since in bilinear forms we need to commute
djd
†
i = −d†idj + δij , (39)
so that the dj |0〉 = 0 in matrix elements.
All together we have 23 = 8 different cases corresponding
to 8 degrees of freedom of the KGP equation as we noted
earlier.
A complete discussion of this matter reaches beyond
our objective for a comparative study of solutions of DP
and KGP. However, we do want to remark that in or-
der to compensate the additional sign of E in the norm
not present in the Dirac equation, we must assign the an-
tiparticle character to the lower two components of the
KGP spinor; that is, to the φsE in Eq. (37). The canonical
quantization procedure is now implemented as follows: the
conjugate momentum ΠΨ to the KGP field Ψ from
ΠΨ ≡ δI
δΨ˙
= ~2c∇†0A Ψ¯ − ~2c
g
2
∇†AΨ¯ ·α , (40)
where I is the action and we demand
{ΠΨ (x ′, t), Ψ(x, t)} = i~δ3(x− x ′) , (41)
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which requires a full set of all 8 different (real) solutions
of KGP equations to form a completeness relation implicit
in Eq. (41). The charge operator
Q = − ie
2~
[ΠΨ (x
′, t), Ψ(x, t)] (42)
is organized to count antiparticle states with opposite sign
of charge compared to particles.
3 Homogeneous magnetic fields
The simplest situation involving magnetism is the behav-
ior of a particle under the influence of a homogeneous
magnetic field
B = Bzˆ , (43)
where the magnetic field is chosen to point in the z-direction.
Therefore, it is an excellent probe of magnetic moment
dynamics. The energy levels of charged particles in such
fields are known as Landau levels. In nonrelativistic quan-
tum mechanics with magnetic moment the energy levels
are given by
ENR =
p2z
2m
+
e~B
mc
(
n+
1
2
− g
2
s
)
, (44)
where the principle quantum number has the values n =
0, 1, 2 . . . and s = ±1/2 describes whether the magnetic
moment is aligned or anti-aligned with the magnetic field.
For the case of g = 2, it is common to define the Landau
level quantum number
λL = n+
1
2
− s , (45)
which has values λL = 0, 1, 2 . . .. As long as there is no
anomalous moment, all the Landau levels except the ground
state λL = 0 are double degenerate as there are two combi-
nations of principle quantum number and spin orientation
which can produce any given Landau level.
This degeneracy is broken by the introduction of an
anomalous g 6= 2 moment
ENR =
p2z
2m
+
e~B
mc
(λL − as) . (46)
This breaking of degeneracy is shared in the relativistic
DP and KGP formulations of this problem, but how that
breaking occurs differs between them and will be explored
in section 3.5.
3.1 The KGP-Landau problem
We see in Eq. (16) that the problem separates into 2-spinor
dynamics. To solve for the homogeneous magnetic fields in
the KGP case we must choose an appropriate gauge. The
two most common are the Landau and symmetric gauges,
AL = B (0, x, 0)
T
, AS =
B
2
(−y, x, 0)T , (47)
respectively. We will choose the symmetric gauge which
benefits from preserving rotational symmetry.
Solving for χ the KGP, Eq. (8) for homogeneous mag-
netic fields then becomes((
i~
∂
∂t
)2
−
(
i~c
∂
∂x
− eB
2
y
)2
−
(
i~c
∂
∂y
+ e
B
2
x
)2
(48)
−
(
i~c
∂
∂z
)2
−m2c4 + g
2
e~cσ ·B
)
χ = 0 .
Considering only energy eigenstates and recognizing that
p = −i~∇ is the momentum operator and Lz = xpy−ypx
is the z-component of angular moment, Eq. (48) reduces
to (
E2 −m2c4 − p2c2 + eLzcB (49)
− 1
4
e2B2
(
x2 + y2
)
+
g
2
e~cσ ·B
)
χ = 0 .
Using the substitutions
E → m′c2 , E
2 −m2c4
2E
→ E′ , (50)
we arrive at the Schroedinger-style Hamiltonian equation
E′χ =
(
p2
2m′
+
e2B2
8m′c2
(
x2+y2
)− e
2m′c
(L+ gS)·Bzˆ
)
χ ,
(51)
with the spin operator defined as S = ~2σ. The Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (51) consists of three separate systems whose
operators mutually commute
HTotal = HHO +Hfree +HMag. . (52)
We introduce the cyclotron frequency
ωc = eB/m
′c . (53)
The three terms are:
a) the harmonic oscillator (HO) with characteristic angu-
lar frequency ωc = 2ω
HHO =
p2x
2m′
+
p2y
2m′
+
1
2
m′ω2(x2 + y2) , (54a)
b) the free particle Hamiltonian in the z-direction
Hfree =
p2z
2m′
, (54b)
and
c) the magnetic interaction
HMag. = − e
2m′c
(L+ gS) ·Bzˆ . (54c)
The magnetic interaction Eq. (54c) is of a familiar form
that describes Zeeman splitting including its dependence
on the g-factor. Because any operator in one Hamilto-
nian mutually commutes will all operators of the other two
Hamiltonians in Eqs. (54a), (54b), (54c), e.g [H,Lz] = 0,
their energy eigenvalues simply add together.
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3.2 Ladder operators
The Cartesian basis in Eq. (54a) is undesirable because
the z-direction angular momentum quantum number `z is
dependent on the nx and ny HO quantum numbers. It is
not too troublesome to disentangle the HO quantum num-
bers when rewriting the Hamiltonian Eq. (54a) in terms of
ladder operators.
First, however, we move into an auxiliary basis by in-
troducing complex position and momentum variables
w =
1√
2
(x− iy) , w† = 1√
2
(x+ iy) , (55)
pw =
1√
2
(px + ipy) , p
†
w =
1√
2
(px − ipy) ,
which have the nonzero commutation properties
[w, pw] = i~ . (56)
Using the above,the HO Hamiltonian Eq. (54a) now can
be written
HHO =
p†wpw
m′
+m′ω2w†w . (57)
We then introduce the ladder operators
a =
1√
2
(
βw + ip†w/β~
)
, b =
1√
2
(
βw† + ipw/β~
)
,
(58)
a† =
1√
2
(
βw† − ipw/β~
)
, b† =
1√
2
(
βw − ip†w/β~
)
,
β =
√
m′ω/~ ,
with nonzero commutation properties
[a, a†] = [b, b†] = 1 . (59)
This converts Eq. (57) into
HHO = ~ω(a†a+ b†b+ 1) . (60)
The benefit of all this labor is that Lz can be expressed
in terms of these ladder operators
Lz = ~(a†a− b†b) , (61)
which transforms the HO Eq. (54a) and magnetic Eq. (54c)
Hamiltonians into
HHO +HMag = ~ω(a†a+ b†b+ 1) (62)
− ~ω(a†a− b†b)− gωSz = ~ω(2b†b+ 1)− gωSz .
This formulation depends only on one pair of ladder op-
erators as determined by the right or left handed nature
of the mutually orthogonal xˆ, yˆ, and Bˆ unit vectors; in
this case we’ve chosen the right handed convention. The
energy eigenvalues of Eq. (62) are
EHO + EMag = ~ω(2n+ 1− gs) (63)
= ~ωc(n+
1
2
− g
2
s) .
The Hamiltonian Eq. (54a) can be used to determine
the operator equations of motion via dO/dt = i[H,O]/~
yielding the relevant quantities
m′
dw
dt
= i
√
2~βb† = piw, (64a)
dpiw
dt
= −2ω
√
2~βb† = 2iωpiw , (64b)
where piw is understood to be the kinetic momentum in
the complex auxiliary variables. The above two equations
combined yield the constant of motion
w0 = w − piw/2im′ω = x0 − iy0 . (65)
This constant of motion corresponds to the center of the
particle’s orbit and represents an infinite degeneracy of
the system in the xy-plane [27].
The wave function χ is then a two spinor Xs of the
form
χ = Xs
1√
n!
(a†)nχ0 , SzXs = s~Xs , (66)
χ0 = (β/pi)
1/4f(w)exp
[
ipzz/~− 1
2
β2w†w
]
,
where the ground state wave function χ0 was arrived at
by solving bχ0 = 0 and f(w) is an arbitrary function that
depends on the states χ being an eigenstate of some combi-
nation of Eq. (65). The normalization of Eq. (66) depends
on the form of |f(w)|2, Eq. (37), and the sign of the energy.
Now we can finally return to the full Hamiltonian Eq. (52);
its eigenvalues rewritten using the ladder operator basis
Eq. (58) are
E′ =
p2z
2m′
+
e~B
m′c
(
n+
1
2
− g
2
s
)
, (67)
which depends on the principle quantum number with
values n = 0, 1, 2 . . . and the already defined spin orien-
tation numbers. The physical relativistic energies can be
obtained by undoing the substitutions in Eq. (50) yielding
from Eq. (67)
E2 = m2c4 + p2zc
2 + 2e~cB
(
n+
1
2
− g
2
s
)
, (68a)
E = ±
√
m2c4 + p2zc
2 + 2e~cB
(
n+
1
2
− g
2
s
)
. (68b)
This expression for the relativistic Landau levels is the
same [27,28] as found for the Landau levels for the Dirac
equation setting g = 2 in Eq. (68b).
3.3 Nonrelativistic energies
Restricting ourselves to the positive energy spectrum, the
nonrelativistic reduction of Eq. (68b) can be carried out
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in the large mass limit yielding
E = mc2 +
p2z
2m
+ 2µBB(λL − as)− p
4
z
8m3c2
(69)
− p
2
z
2m
2µBB
mc2
(λL−as)− 2µ
2
BB
2
mc2
(λL−as)2+O(1/m5) ,
which contains the expected terms such as the nonrela-
tivistic kinetic energy in the z-direction, the first relativis-
tic correction to kinetic energy, the Landau energies, and
cross terms that behave like modifications to the mass of
the particle.
3.4 The DP Landau problem
The Landau levels for the DP equation are known [14].
They are given by
E2DP =
(√
m2c4+2e~cBλL − eB~
2mc
(g − 2)s
)2
+ p2zc
2,
(70a)
EDP = ±
√(√
m2c4 + 2e~cBλL− eB~
2mc
(g − 2)s
)2
+ p2zc
2 ,
(70b)
which in our opinion fails Dirac’s principle of mathemat-
ical beauty when compared to the KGP result Eq. (68b).
While both Eqs. (68b) and (70b) have the correct nonrela-
tivistic reduction at the lowest order to Eq. (44), the latter
obscures the physical interpretation. The most egregious
issue with the DP-Landau levels is that, in a perturbative
expansion, it includes cross terms between the g = 2 mag-
netic moment and anomalous terms in a = (g−2)/2; thus
the result does not depend on the particle magnetic mo-
ment alone; there is a functional dependence on the mag-
netic anomaly a. The presence of these cross terms implies
that above first order the results cannot be given in terms
of the full magnetic moment alone. In contrast, for the
KGP-Landau levels, Eq. (70b), the entire effect of mag-
netic moment is contained in a single term. Thus Dirac’s
beauty principle favors heavily the KGP.
3.5 State degeneracy
The KGP-Landau and DP-Landau levels above the ground
state lose their (accidental) degeneracy for g 6= 2 as we
reported below Eq. (46). This is shown schematically in
figure 1. The anomaly also causes the ground state to be
pushed downward, such that E2 < m2; if the anomaly
and the magnetic field are large enough, states above the
ground state are also pushed below the rest mass energy
of the particle.
However, in the KGP Eq. (68b) we recognize a period-
icity considering the energy as a function of g. We recall
that in Eq. (68b) n = 0, 1, 2 . . .. As g varies, each time
gs/2 crosses an integer value, for a different value of n the
𝑛 +
1
2
𝑠 = ±1/2 𝑎 > 0
1/2
3/2
E2 −𝑚2
0
Fig. 1. Diagram of KGP-Landau levels for particles with zero
z-component momentum.
energy eigenvalue E repeat as a function of changing g. All
possible values of energy E are reached (at fixed m and p2z)
for −2 ≤ g ≤ 2. Moreover, while for almost all g 6= 2 the
degeneracy is completely broken, this periodicity implies
that energy degeneracy is restored for values [29]
gk/2 = 1 + k, λ
′
L = λL − ks , (71)
where k = 0,±1,±2, . . . The Landau levels Eq. (68a) con-
tain an infinite number of degenerate levels bounded from
below. Certain states change the sign of the magnetic en-
ergy and their total energies become unphysical in the
limit that gkB becomes large; for even k there are k/2
such states and for odd k there are (k + 1)/2.
4 Hydrogen-like atoms
The hydrogen-like atom provides us a spectroscopic stan-
dard candle and one generally explores novel and interest-
ing behavior by comparing against the known Hydrogen-
like Dirac spectrum. The Dirac Coulomb solutions are
found in many textbooks. The DP case has been discussed
extensively by Thaller in Ref. [15] and we compare with
these results. What is missing in literature is a solution of
the KGP equation, which we accomplish analytically for
the Coulomb potential
VC ≡ eA0 = Zα~c
r
, A = 0 . (72)
Here α, when not a vector, denotes the fine structure con-
stant and Z is the integer-charge (in units of |e|) of the
nucleus.
4.1 The KGP-Coulomb problem
We consider stationary energy states Ψ = e−iEt/~ΨE and
express the derivatives in Eq. (8) in spherical coordinates
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yielding the differential equation(
E2 −m2c4
~2c2
+
Z2α2
r2
+
2E
~c
Zα
r
+
1
r
∂2
∂r2
r (73)
− L
2/~2
r2
− g
2
e
2~c
σµνF
µν
)
ΨE = 0 .
Here we used
(−i~∇)2Ψ = −~
2
r
∂2
∂r2
(rΨ) +
L2
r2
Ψ , (74)
where L2 is the orbital angular momentum (squared) op-
erator.
In the laboratory frame the Coulomb field is a pure
electrical field without an accompanying magnetic field;
therefore the Pauli term only depends on electric field and
reduces to
− g
2
e
2~c
σµνF
µν = −g
2
Zα
iα · rˆ
r2
. (75)
It is helpful to introduce Dirac’s spin alignment oper-
ator
K = γ0
(
1 +Σ · L
~
)
, (76)
which determines if the spin and orbital angular momen-
tum are aligned or anti-aligned and allows us to write the
angular momentum squared operator as
L2/~2 = K (K − γ0) . (77)
The operator K commutes with α · rˆ and its eigenval-
ues are given as either positive or negative integers κ =
±(j+1/2) = ±1,±2, . . . , where j is the total angular mo-
mentum quantum number. Following the convention of
Rose [30] the operator K, which share eigenstates of J2,
are written as
K|j, κ〉 = −κ|j, κ〉 , (78)
where κ < 0 are parallel states of j = `+ 1/2 while κ > 0
are anti-parallel states of j = `− 1/2 with ` ≥ 1.
Equation (73) can then be written as
0 =
(
E2−m2c4
~2c2
+
2E
~c
Zα
r
+
1
r
∂2
∂r2
r (79)
−
K(K−γ0)−Z2α2− g
2
Zα(iα · rˆ)
r2
)
ΨE .
As expected, in relativistic quantum mechanics, the angu-
lar momentum eigenvalues must take on non-integer val-
ues which in the limit of classical mechanics corresponds
to orbits which do not close [31]. This “effective” angular
momentum depends explicitly on g-factor. The difficulty
of this equation is that the effective angular momentum
operator is non-diagonal in spinor space due to the pres-
ence of α · rˆ which mixes upper and lower components.
Following the procedure of Martin and Glauber [32],
and Biedenharn [33] we introduce the operator
L = −γ0K − g
2
Zα(iα · rˆ) , (80)
but with the novel modification that g-factor directly ap-
pears in the second term. This operator commutes with
the spin-alignment operator K and has eigenvalues
Λ = ±
√
κ2 − g
2
4
Z2α2 , (81)
where the absolute values are denoted as λ = |Λ|. The
numerator of the last term in Eq. (79) can be then replaced
by
K(K−γ0)−Z2α2− g
2
Zα(iα · rˆ)=L(L+1)+
(
g2
4
−1
)
Z2α2.
(82)
If the g-factor is taken to be g = 2, then the dif-
ferential Eq. (79) reverts to the one discussed in Martin
and Glauber’s work [32]. The coefficient g2/4 − 1 will be
commonly seen to precede new more complicated terms,
which conveniently vanish for |g| = 2 demonstrating that
as function of g there is a “cusp” [29] for |g| = 2. This
will become especially evident when we discuss strongly
bound systems in section 5, which behave very differently
for |g| < 2 versus |g| > 2.
Eigenstates of both L and E then satisfy(
E2 −m2c4
~2c2
+
2E
~c
Zα
r
+
1
r
∂2
∂r2
r (83)
− λ (λ± 1) +
(
g2/4− 1)Z2α2
r2
)
Ψ±λE = 0 ,
which is diagonal having removed the odd matrix oper-
ator in Eq. (79) but at a cost of doubling the number of
solutions introducing both ±λ spectra.
It is helpful to introduce dimensionless radial variable
ρ and associated quantities
ρ = Ar, A = 2
√
m2c4 − E2
~c
, B =
2ZαE
~cA
. (84)
The wave function Ψ is separable into a product of radial
and angular functions. We will return to the angular wave
functions in section 4.2. The radial wave function can be
substituted with Ψ ∝ U/r allowing us to rewrite Eq. (83)
as(
∂2
∂ρ2
− 1
4
+
B
ρ
− λ(λ± 1)+
(
g2/4− 1)Z2α2
ρ2
)
U±λE = 0 .
(85)
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The radial wave function, obtained by taking both the
ρ→ 0 and ρ→∞ limits of Eq. (85), is given by
U±λE = N
′ρ1/2+νexp
[
− ρ/2
]
F (ρ), (86a)
ν =
√
(λ± 1/2)2 +
(
g2
4
− 1
)
Z2α2 . (86b)
While the general mathematical solution allows both
positive and negative ν, only positives values will repro-
duce the KG-Coulomb or Dirac-Coulomb spectrum for ap-
propriate values of g-factor, therefore at this time we will
only assume positive values. The other solutions are too
singular and cannot be normalized. The radial normaliza-
tion is then
1 = 2
∫ ∞
0
(E − VC)|U±λE |2dρ . (87)
The orthogonality of the angular parts are considered sep-
arately.
The series F (ρ) is the confluent hypergeometric func-
tion
F (ρ) = 1 +
a
c
ρ+
a
c
a+ 1
c+ 1
ρ2
2
+ . . . , (88)
a = ν + 1/2−B, c = 2ν + 1 ,
truncated at the term a+nr = 0 to satisfy Eq. (85), where
nr is the node quantum number which takes on the values
nr = 0, 1, 2, . . . The energy levels of the KGP-Coulomb
equation are then
Enr,j±λ =
mc2√
1 +
Z2α2
(nr + 1/2 + ν)
2
, (89a)
ν =
√
(λ± 1/2)2 +
(
g2
4
− 1
)
Z2α2, (89b)
λ =
√
(j + 1/2)2 − g
2
4
Z2α2 . (89c)
Equation (89a) is the same “Sommerfeld-style” expression
for energy that we can obtain from the Dirac or KG equa-
tions. The difference between them arises from the expres-
sion of the relativistic angular momentum which depends
on g-factor for the KGP equation. The KGP eigenvalues
Eq. (89a) were also obtained by Niederle and Nikitin [34]
using a tensor-spinorial approach for arbitrary half-integer
spin particles.
4.2 Angular functions
The spherical part of the wave function is given by ΩK,JzL ,
which are orthonormal spherical eigenspinors of the oper-
ators L, K, J2, and Jz. More detailed information for the
angular solutions can be found in Martin and Glauber [32].
To define the angular part it is first useful to define an-
gular eigenstates of good parity (eigenstates of γ0), being
also eigenstates of K, J2, and Jz operators
γ0Ωκ,jz± = ±Ωκ,jz± , (90)
which can be written as a
Ωκ,jz± = (91)√
j + jz
2j
Y
jz−1/2
j−1/2 X
+
± +
√
j − jz
2j
Y
jz+1/2
j−1/2 X
−
± ,
for states where parity and spin orientation eigenvalues
have opposite signs sgn(〈γ0〉) = −sgn(〈K〉) and
Ωκ,jz± = (92)√
j − jz + 1
2j + 2
Y
jz−1/2
j+1/2 X
+
± −
√
j + jz + 1
2j + 2
Y
jz+1/2
j+1/2 X
−
± ,
for where parity and spin orientation have the same sign
sgn(〈γ0〉) = sgn(〈K〉).
The Y m` are the traditional orthonormal spherical har-
monics and X±± are eigenspinors of Σz and γ
0 with
ΣzX
± = ±X±, γ0X± = ±X± . (93)
Because L and the parity operator γ0 do not commute,
the states ΩK,JzL are then linear combinations of Eq. (91)
and Eq. (92) given by projecting the good parity states
onto states of good L via
Ωκ<0,jz±λ =
λ± L
2λ
Ωκ<0,jz∓ , Ω
κ>0,jz
±λ =
λ± L
2λ
Ωκ>0,jz± .
(94)
The overall wave function including the radial part Eq. (86a)
is then
Ψ = N ′nr,±λρ
ν−1/2exp
[
− ρ/2
]
F (ρ)Ωκ,jz±λ . (95)
4.3 Dirac and Klein-Gordon Spectrum
Because we are treating g-factor as a unbounded param-
eter we need to verify that the Dirac and Klein-Gordon
energy spectra, which can be found in most texts, see for
example Baym [31] and Itzykson and Zuber [35], emerges
from the appropriate limit of g-factor. In the limit that
g → 2 for the Dirac case the expressions for λ and ν re-
duce to
lim
g→2
λ =
√
(j + 1/2)2 − Z2α2, (96a)
lim
g→2
ν±λ = λ± 1/2 . (96b)
This procedure requires taking the root of perfect squares;
therefore, the sign information is lost in Eq. (96a). As long
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as Z2α2 < 3/4 we can drop the absolute value notation
as ν is always positive. The energy is then given by
Enr,j±λ =
mc2√√√√√1 + Z2α2(
nr
+1
+0 +
√
(j + 1/2)2 − Z2α2
)2
. (97)
The +1+0 notation is read as the upper value corresponding
to the +λ states and the lower value corresponding to the
−λ states.
The ground state energy (with: nr = 0, Λ < 0, j =
1/2) is therefore
E
0,1/2
−λ(j=1/2) = mc
2
√
1− Z2α2 , (98)
as expected for the Dirac-Coulomb ground state. Equa-
tion (97) reproduces the Dirac-Coulomb energies and also
contains a degeneracy between states of opposite λ sign,
same j quantum number and node quantum numbers off-
set by one
Enr+1,j−λ = E
nr,j
+λ , (99)
which will see in section 4.4 corresponds to the degeneracy
between 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 states. There is no degeneracy
for the E0,j−λ states.
In the limit that g → 0, which is the KG case, the
expressions are given by
lim
g→0
λ = j + 1/2, (100a)
lim
g→0
ν±λ =
√(
j +1+0
)2 − Z2α2 , (100b)
which reproduces the correct expressions for the energy
levels for the Klein-Gordon case
Enr,j±λ =
mc2√√√√√1 + Z2α2(
nr + 1/2 +
√(
j +1+0
)2 − Z2α2)2
,
(101)
except that in this limit we are still considering the total
angular moment quantum number j rather than orbital
momentum quantum number `. It is interesting to note
that the KG-Coulomb problem’s energy formula contains
` + 1/2, which matches identically to our half-integer j
values; therefore, this artifact of spin, untethered and in-
visible by the lack of magnetic moment, does not alter the
energies of the states. The degeneracy in energy levels are
given by
Enr,j+1−λ = E
nr,j
+λ , (102)
with levels of opposite λ sign, same node quantum num-
ber and shifted j values by one. In a similar fashion to
the Dirac case, here we have no degeneracy for E
nr,1/2
−λ
states. In section 4.4 we will convert from nr, j and ±λ to
the familiar quantum numbers of n, j and ` allowing for
easy comparison with the hydrogen spectrum in standard
notation.
4.4 Nonrelativistic limit for energies
The first regime of interest to understand the effect of
variable g in the KGP-Coulomb problem is the nonrela-
tivistic limit characterized by the weak binding of low-Z
atoms. This will allow us to compare directly with the
Schroedinger hydrogen-like atom energies. We start by
expanding Eq. (89a) in powers of Zα to compare to the
known hydrogen spectrum.
To order O(Z4α4) the energy levels are given by
Enr,j±λ
mc2
= 1− 1
2
Z2α2
(nr + 1/2 + (ν±λ)|Z=0)2 (103)
+
(ν±λ)|′Z=0Z3α3
(nr + 1/2 + (ν±λ)|Z=0)3
+
1
2
(3/4− 3(ν±λ)|′2Z=0)Z4α4
(nr + 1/2 + (ν±λ)|Z=0)4
+
1
2
(ν±λ)|′′Z=0Z4α4
(nr + 1/2 + (ν±λ)|Z=0)3 +O(Z
6α6) ,
where primed ν±λ indicate derivatives with respect to Zα.
These derivatives evaluate to
(ν±λ)|Z=0 = j + 1/2± 1/2, (104)
(ν±λ)|′Z=0 = 0,
(ν±λ)|′′Z=0 =
(g2/4− 1)
j + 1/2± 1/2 −
g2/4
j + 1/2
.
Equation (103) then simplifies to
Enr,j±λ
mc2
= 1− 1
2
Z2α2(
nr + j
+3/2
+1/2
)2 (105)
+
3
8
Z4α4(
nr + j
+3/2
+1/2
)4
+
1
2
(
(g2/4− 1)
j +1+0
− g
2/4
j + 1/2
)
Z4α4(
nr + j
+3/2
+1/2
)3
+O(Z6α6) .
In the non relativistic limit, the node quantum number
corresponds to the principle quantum number via nr =
n′− j− 1/2 with n′ = 1, 2, 3 . . . Using Eqs. (105) and (80)
we see that in the non relativistic limit +λ corresponds
to κ > 0 or anti-aligned spin-angular momentum with
j = `−1/2 and ` ≥ 1. Conversely −λ corresponds to κ < 0
or aligned spin-angular momentum with j = `+ 1/2.
With all this input we arrive at
En,jκ>0
κ<0
mc2
= 1− 1
2
Z2α2(
n′ +1+0
)2 + 38 Z4α4(n′ +1+0 )4 (106)
+
1
2
(g2/4− 1)
j +1+0
Z4α4(
n′ +1+0
)3
− 1
2
g2/4
j + 1/2
Z4α4(
n′ +1+0
)3 +O(Z6α6) .
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Lastly we recast, for the κ > 0 states, the principle quan-
tum number as n′ + 1 → n with n ≥ 2 and we simply
relabel n′ → n for κ < 0 states. This allows Eq. (106) to
be completely written in terms of n, j, and ` as
En,j`
mc2
= 1− 1
2
Z2α2
n2
+
3
8
Z4α4
n4
(107)
+
1
2
(g2/4− 1)
`+ 1/2
Z4α4
n3
− 1
2
g2/4
j + 1/2
Z4α4
n3
+O(Z6α6) ,
where it is understood that n−` ≥ 1, this condition allows
us to write what was previously described in Eq. (106) as
two distinct spectra now as a single energy spectra. In
the limit g → 2 or g → 0 the correct expansion to order
Z4α4 of the Dirac or KG energies are obtained. In the
following we explore some consequences of our principal
nonrelativistic result, Eq. (107).
4.5 Lamb Shift
The breaking of degeneracy in Eq. (107) between states of
differing ` orbital quantum number, but the same total
angular momentum j and principle quantum number n
is responsible for the Lamb shift due to anomalous mag-
netic moment. The only term in Eq. (107) (up to order
Z4α4) that breaks the degeneracy between the En,j`=j+1/2
and En,j`=j−1/2 states for n ≥ 2 is the fourth term. This is
unsurprising as it depends exclusively on quantum number
` and n. The lowest order Lamb shift due to anomalous
magnetic moment is then
∆En,jgLamb
mc2
= En,j`=j−1/2 − En,j`=j+1/2 (108)
=
(
g2/8− 1/2)(1
j
− 1
j + 1
)
Z4α4
n3
.
For the 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 states Eq. (108) reduces to
∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gLamb
mc2
=
(
g2/8− 1/2) Z4α4
6
(109)
=
(
a+ a2/2
) Z4α4
6
.
Our result in Eqs. (108) and (109) is sensitive to g2/8 −
1/2 = a + a2/2. Traditionally the Lamb shift due to an
anomalous lepton magnetic moment is obtained perturba-
tively [35] by considering the DP equation which is sen-
sitive to g/2 − 1 = a the shift takes on the expression at
lowest order
∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gLamb,DP
mc2
=
(
g − 2
2
)
Z4α4
6
(110)
= a
Z4α4
6
.
It is of experimental interest to resolve this discrepancy
between the first order DP equation and the second order
fermion formulation KGP. We recall the present day values
ae = 1159.65218091(26)× 10−6 ' α
2pi
, (111a)
aµ − ae = 6.2687(6)× 10−6 . (111b)
The largest contribution to the anomalous moment for
charged leptons is, as indicated the lowest order QED
Schwinger result a = α/2pi. For the KGP approach, the
anomalous g-factor mixes contributions of different powers
of fine structure α. Precision values for the fundamental
constants are taken from [39]. For the 2S1/2–2P1/2 states,
the shift is
∆E
2S1/2–2P1/2
gLamb
mc2
=
Z4α5
12pi
+
Z4α6
48pi2
. (112)
The scale of the discrepancy between KGP and DP for
the hydrogen atom is then
∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gLamb,KGP −∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gLamb,DP =
α6mc2
48pi2
(113)
=1.62881214× 10−10 eV = 39.3845030 kHz ,
without taking into account the standard corrections such
as reduced mass, recoil, radiative, or finite nuclear size; for
more information on those corrections please refer to [36,
37,38,39]. It is to be understood that the corrections pre-
sented here are illustrative of the effect magnetic moment
has on the spectroscopic levels, but that further work is
required to compare these to experiment: for example we
look here on behavior of point particles only.
While the discrepancy is small for the hydrogen sys-
tem, it is ≈ 40 kHz and will be visible in this or next gener-
ation’s spectroscopic experiments. The discrepancy is also
non-negligible for hydrogen-like exotics such as proton-
antiproton because the proton g-factor is much larger
gp = 5.585694702(17) , ap = 1.792847351(9) . (114)
The discrepancy for the proton-antiproton system is
∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gLamb,KGP −∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gLamb,DP = 0.71268151 eV .
(115)
The Lamb shift is of interest to the muonic-hydrogen sys-
tem as is used to measure the proton charge radius RµLSp .
Experimentally, the exotic atom study yields [11]
RµLSp = 0.84087(39) fm , (116)
which is 4% off the CODATA value for the proton charge
radius RCODp
RCODp = 0.8775(51) fm , (117)
a discrepancy of 7 sigma. In terms of the Lamb shift, as-
suming the CODATA value, this corresponds to an unex-
plained additional shift of approximately 0.31 meV. The
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modification to the µP Lamb shift due to the KGP equa-
tion for muonic-hydrogen, the KGP-DP discrepancy is
∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gLamb,KGP −∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gLamb,DP =3.394064× 10−8 eV ,
(118)
which is too small to explain the result of Pohl et. al. [11].
However, this does not disqualify the possible mag-
netic moment involvement in this discrepancy: the mag-
netic moment coupling via KGP equation should be con-
sidered in the study of scattering cross section of electrons
on protons which is a decisive input into the CODATA
proton radius value. Moreover, we see effects related to
other relativistic forms of magnetic moment interaction
which can modify the muonic Lamb shift. We return to
these questions at the end of this work.
4.6 Fine structure
The fifth term in Eq. (107), which depends on j and n,
will shift the levels due to an anomalous moment, but does
not contribute to the Lamb shift. Rather this expression,
which contains the spin-orbit L ·S coupling, is responsible
for the fine structure splittings. From Eq. (107) the fine
structure splitting is given by
∆En,`gFS
mc2
= E
n,j=`+1/2
` − En,j=`−1/2` (119)
=
(
g2/8
)(1
`
− 1
`+ 1
)
Z4α4
n3
.
The splitting between the 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 states is there-
fore
∆E
2P3/2−2P1/2
gFS
mc2
=
(
g2/8
) Z4α4
16
(120)
=
(
1/2 + a+ a2/2
) Z4α4
16
.
In comparison the fine structure dependence on g-factor
in the DP equation is given as
∆E
2P3/2−2P1/2
gFS,DP
mc2
=
(
g − 1
2
)
Z4α4
16
(121)
= (1/2 + a)
Z4α4
16
.
Just as in the case of the Lamb shift, we find that the KGP
and DP equations disagree for fine structure splitting. For
the hydrogen atom this discrepancy is
∆E
2P3/2−2P1/2
gFS,KGP −∆E
2P3/2−2P1/2
gFS,DP =
α6mc2
128pi2
(122)
=6.10804553× 10−11 eV = 14.7691885 kHz ,
and for proton-antiproton, the fine structure splitting dis-
crepancy is
∆E
2P3/2−2P1/2
gFS,KGP −∆E
2P3/2−2P1/2
gFS,DP = 0.26725557 eV .
(123)
For fine structure of the muonic-hydrogen system, the
KGP-DP discrepancy is
∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gFS,KGP −∆E
2S1/2−2P1/2
gFS,DP =1.272774× 10−8 eV
(124)
We can make a general observation that non minimal
magnetic coupling, such as we have studied in the DP
and KGP cases, enlarge energy level splittings. The above
shows that these discrepancies will remain when calculat-
ing within more realistic finite nuclear size context.
5 Critical binding
5.1 Applicability of DP or KGP to critical fields
Care must be taken when interpreting the results pre-
sented in section 3. For physical electrons the AMM inter-
action is the result of vacuum fluctuations whose strength
also depends on the strength of the field. For example in
the large magnetic field limit a QED computation shows
that the ground state is instead of Eq. (70b) given by [40]
E0 ≈ mc2 + α
4pi
mc2 ln2
(
2e~B
m2c3
)
(125)
which even for enormous magnetic fields does not devi-
ate significantly from the rest mass-energy of the electron.
Further the AMM radiative corrections approach zero for
higher Landau levels [41]. Therefore the AMM in the case
of electrons does not have a significant effect in highly
magnetized environments such as those found in astro-
physics (magnetars).
The situation is different for composite particles such
as the proton, neutron and light nuclei whose anomalous
magnetic moments are dominated by their internal struc-
ture and not by vacuum fluctuations. In this situation
we expect that the AMM interaction in high magnetic
fields remains significant. Therefore, asking whether the
DP or KGP equations better describes the dynamics of
composite hadrons and atomic nuclei in presence of mag-
netar strength fields is a relevant question despite the stan-
dard choice in literature being the DP equation [42]. The
same question can be asked for certain exotic hydrogen-
like atoms where the constituent particles have anoma-
lous moments which can be characterized as an external
parameter.
5.2 Homogeneous magnetic fields
As noted in section 3.2 the magnetic moment anomaly can
flip the sign of the magnetic energy for the least excited
states causing the gap between particle and antiparticle
states to decrease with magnetic field strength. Setting
pz = 0 in Eq. (68a), we show in figure 2 that the energy of
the lowest KGP Landau eigenstate n = 0, s = 1/2 reaches
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Fig. 2. The n = 0, s = 1/2 ground state for a KGP electron
given by Eq. (68b) with g/2 − 1 = α/2pi in a homogeneous
magnetic field. We consider the particle with no z-direction mo-
mentum. The particle state (solid red) and antiparticle (dashed
red) are presented.
zero where the gap between particle and antiparticle states
vanishes for the field
Becrit =
BeS
ae
= 861BeS = 3.8006× 1016 G , (126a)
Bpcrit =
BpS
ap
=
1
1.79
BpS = 8.3138× 1019 G , (126b)
where BS is the so-called Schwinger critical field [13].
BeS ≡
m2ec
3
e~
=
mec
2
2µB
= 4.4141× 1013 G , (127a)
BpS ≡
m2pc
3
e~
=
mpc
2
2µN
= 1.4882× 1020 G . (127b)
The numerical results are evaluated for the anomalous
moment of the electron and proton, given by Eq.(111a)
and (114). At the critical field strength Bcrit the Hamilto-
nian loses self-adjointness and the KGP loses its predictive
properties. The Schwinger critical field Eq. (127a) denotes
the boundary when electrodynamics is expected to behave
in an intrinsically nonlinear fashion, and the equivalent
electric field configurations become unstable [43]. How-
ever, it is also possible that the vacuum is stabilized by
such strong magnetic fields [8].
The critical magnetic fields as shown in Eq. (126a) ap-
pear in discussion of magnetars [4]. The magnetar field is
expected to be more than 100-fold that of the Schwinger
critical magnetic field which is on the same order of mag-
nitude as Bcrit for an electron. While the critical field for
a proton exceeds that of a magnetar, the dynamics of pro-
tons (and neutrons) in such fields is nevertheless signif-
icantly modified. A correct description of magnetic mo-
ment therefore has relevant consequences to astrophysics.
Figure 3 shows analogous reduction in particle/anti-
particle energy gap for the DP equation. In this case the
vanishing point happens at a larger magnetic field strength.
This time the solutions continue past this point, but re-
quire allowing the states to cross into the opposite con-
tinua which we consider unphysical. We are not satisfied
500 1000 1500
B/Bs
-1.0
-0.5
0.5
1.0
E/mc2
Fig. 3. The n = 0, s = 1/2 ground state for a DP electron
given by Eq. (70b) with g/2 − 1 = α/2pi in a homogeneous
magnetic field. We consider the particle with no z-direction mo-
mentum. The particle state (solid red) and antiparticle (dashed
red) are presented.
with either model’s behavior though the KGP descrip-
tion is preferable for reasons stated earlier in section 3.
However, it is undesirable that both KGP and DP so-
lutions loose physical meaning and vacuum stability in
strong magnetic fields.
5.3 Extension to the KGP Equation
We have seen that at a sufficiently strong magnetic field an
unexpected instability can occur in the presence of mag-
netic field alone. Of interest is a further extension capa-
ble of restoring the stability of the system. We show that
such an improvement of the KGP equation is possible.
This opens a new research direction which is beyond the
scope of this work. However, it is so easy to show how this
works that we cannot resist the temptation. The approach
is based on noting a self-evident relationship between mag-
netic moment and mass.
The constituent equation, which we will refer to as the
Improved-KGP or IKGP, takes the form(
(i~c∂µ − eAµ)2 −
(
mc2 +
g
4
µBσ
µνFµν
)2)
Ψ = 0 .
(128)
We introduce
m˜ = m+
g
4
µB
c2
σµνFµν , (129)
as an effective magnetic mass which is off-diagonal in spinor-
space in the Dirac representation. IKGP differs from the
KGP by the presence of the additional interaction term
δV ≡
(g
2
µB
)2(1
2
σµνFµν
)2
, (130)
which is proportional to the square of the magnetic mo-
ment (
1
2
σµνFµν
)2
= 2
(S + γ5P) , (131)
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where the invariants of the EM field are defined as
S = 1
2
(B2 − E2), P = E ·B . (132)
This modification can be thought of as “completing the
square”of KGP.
For the homogeneous magnetic field the IKGP equa-
tion can be solved in much the same way as the KGP
equation in section 3. One obtains eigenvalues noting a
simple shift that occurs in view of Eq. (130) which pre-
dicts a shift of m2 quadratic in the magnetic field. The
resulting energy levels are
E = ±
√
m2c4 +
(g
2
µB
)2
B2 + 2e~cB
(
n+
1
2
− g
2
s
)
.
(133)
An interesting feature is that in the ultra-high magnetic
fields (B >> Bs), Eq. (133) approximates
E ≈ g
2
µBB , (134)
which is not dissimilar to the non-relativistic case where
the magnetic energy is simply proportional to the mag-
netic field.
The most striking feature is that the ground state re-
mains physical for all values of magnetic field when an
anomalous moment is included and the self-adjointness
of the system is not lost for some critical magnetic field
strength. It can be then thought that the magnetic field
provides a stabilizing influence on the system. Rather,
there exists a “magnetic minimum” located for n = 0, s =
1/2 at
Bmin =
4mc2
g2µB
a , (135)
which for an electron is
Bemin =
8ae
g2e
BS = 1.02126× 1011 G . (136)
We are in particular interested in the environment of the
magnetar stars. We thus evaluate using Eq. (114) the min-
imum for a proton
Bpmin =
8ap
g2p
m2p
m2e
Bs = 6.841× 1019 G , (137)
which can be seen in figure 4. Here it is understood that
for the calculation of the proton’s magnetic minimum, the
nuclear mass and magneton was used rather than the elec-
tron Bohr magneton. For large enough g-factor, excited
states may also contain a minimum, but for any nonzero
anomalous moment the ground state always does.
5.4 The Coulomb problem
For the case of g = 2 hydrogen-like systems with large Z
nuclei, there is extensive background related to the long
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
B/B's
-2
-1
1
2
E/mc2
Fig. 4. The n = 0, s = 1/2 ground state for a IKGP proton
given by Eq. (133) with g = 5.58 in a homogeneous magnetic
field. The magnetic minimum is well visible for particles with
larger anomalous moment such as proton. We consider the par-
ticle with no z-direction momentum. The particle state (solid
red) and antiparticle (dashed red) are presented. The magnetic
field scale is B′S = (m2p/m2e)BS .
study of the solutions of the Dirac equation [5,6,7]. For
g 6= 2 and 1/r singular potential we refer back to the exact
expression for the energy levels in Eq. (89a). In the situ-
ation of critical electric fields, states lose self-adjointness
for large Z. For |g| < 2, just as in the Dirac energy levels
for 1/r singular potential, but if |g| > 2 there is merging of
particle to particle states (and antiparticle to antiparticle)
for states of the same total angular momentum quantum
number j, but opposite spin orientations.
This behavior can be seen in figure 5, which shows the
meeting of the 1S1/2 and 2P1/2 states. For |g| < 2 there
is no state merging, but for small anomalies the solution
is discontinuous in the sense that even for 1S1/2 we see in
figure 5 a maximum allowed value of Z at a finite energy.
This behavior is reminiscent of the behavior we are famil-
iar with for 1/r potential for the 2P1/2 (seen in figure 5)
and many other g = 2 eigenstates. We know from study
of numerical solutions of the Dirac equation that the reg-
ularization of the Coulomb potential by a finite nuclear
size removes this singular behavior. It remains to be seen
how this exactly works in the context of the KGP equation
allowing for the magnetic anomaly.
The Dirac g = 2 case acts as unique “cusp” point
because even for very small anomalies, as emphasized in
figure 1, the behavior of the states is strongly modified for
the situation of high intensity Coulomb fields which are
present in large Z hydrogen-like nuclei.
Thaller [15] presented numerically computed DP equa-
tion energy levels for large Z hydrogen like atoms. These
numerical solutions involve crossings in energy levels be-
tween states with the same total angular quantum number
j, but differing spin orientations such as 1S1/2 and 2P1/2;
these states also have the behavior of diving into the an-
tiparticle lower continuum even for 1/r-potential. These
features are not present for the KGP-Coulomb solution.
However, there is a similarity between the numerical so-
lutions of the DP equation and our analytical KGP solu-
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Fig. 5. The KGP 1S1/2 (lower red curves) and 2P1/2
(upper green curves) energy levels for g-factor values
g = {1.8, 1.9977, 2.0023, 2.2} are shown for large Z
hydrogen-like atoms. The curves for the Dirac g = 2 case for
(lower dashed blue) 1S1/2 and (upper dashed blue) 2P1/2 are
also presented.
tions, because for |g| > 2 the merging states as described
above correspond to the crossing states in the DP solution.
The DP equation also allows for the so-called super-
positronium states as described by Barut and Kraus [16,
17]. Such states represent resonances due to the magnetic
interaction that reside incredibly close to the center of the
atom i.e
√〈r2〉 ≈ aα~/mc, but this feature is absent from
the KGP formation of the Coulomb problem as all KGP-
Coulomb wave functions which can be normalized can be
successfully matched to their Dirac (g = 2) companions.
Because analytical solutions of DP equation, unlike our
results for KGP, are not available it is hard to pinpoint
precisely the origin of the diverse unpalatable behavior.
However, we can hypothesize that the problems arise due
to the pathological structure of DP equation where the
magnetic anomaly rather than full magnetic moment ap-
pears. In any case we see that the Thaller solutions present
pathologies quite akin to those we already described in our
study of Landau energies. On the other hand KGP frame-
work for large Z shows some exciting and nice analytical
behavior.
6 Conclusions
As we discussed in this work, there have been two nat-
ural extensions of the relativistic quantum mechanics to
include anomalous magnetic moments; we also proposed a
third one in section 5.3. Our study shows that description
of magnetic moment in the context of relativistic quan-
tum physics is today an unfinished subject. In view of the
results presented we recognize that inherent to DP is a di-
vision of magnetic moment, a conserved quantity, into two
different mathematical components. Readers who think
that anything, but DP, is an invalid framework have to be
at peace with this while rejecting a more natural unified
description within the KGP dynamics.
Looking back at our results we highlight the compari-
son of magnetic moment dynamics of DP and KGP formu-
lation of relativistic quantum mechanics. The DP equation
breaks up the magnetic moment into an underlying spinor
structure part inherent to the Dirac equation, and a dedi-
cated anomalous part. In contrast, for the KGP, the entire
effect of magnetic moment is contained in a single Pauli
term irrespective of the magnetic moment’s size. We find
that the two models disagree in their predicted energy lev-
els for the homogeneous magnetic field and the Coulomb
field.
– For Landau levels both Eqs. (68b) and (70b) have the
correct non-relativistic reduction at lowest order to
Eq. (44), the latter is much more unwieldy and ob-
scures the physical interpretation. Moreover, in the rel-
ativistic limit the DP-Landau level energies Eqs. (44)
and (70b) is that they include cross terms between
the g = 2 magnetic moment and anomalous terms in
a = (g − 2)/2, thus the result does not depend on the
particle magnetic moment alone, there is a functional
dependence on the magnetic anomaly a as well. This is
in our opinion not acceptable. On the contrary, for the
KGP-Landau levels, Eq. (68b), we have a simple de-
pendence on the full magnetic moment g-factor. This
simplicity allows, for the KGP equation, the straight-
forward analysis of physical systems and elegant ex-
pressions for their solutions. Thus Dirac’s beauty prin-
ciple favors heavily the KGP considering the Landau
levels.
– In the case of the Coulomb field there are even for
weak fields measurable differences in both the Lamb
shift and fine structure; the contribution to the Lamb
shift and fine structure splitting are proportional to:
KGP g2/8−1/2, Eq. (108) and g2/8, Eq. (119) respec-
tively, rather than: DP g/2−1 Eq. (110)) and g/2−1/2,
Eq. (121)) respectively.
– For strong fields, both DP and KGP share the be-
havior of a shrinking particle/antiparticle gap for the
ground state when |g| > 2, though the expressions dif-
fer from each other, see section 5.2). The models are
extremely different in both their predicted energy val-
ues and the ultimate fate of the states as B increases.
For the KGP equation, the gap vanishes for in very
strong magnetic fields Eq. (126a), and for DP the fields
have to be even stronger. In both cases this behavior is
unphysical and this issue can be resolved by the modi-
fication introduced as the IKGP equation Eq. (128) for
homogeneous magnetic fields in section 5.3. The IKGP
equation produces new phenomena which we hope to
address separately in near future.
– For strong fields with large Z hydrogen-like atoms, in
the KGP model, there is a difficult to interpret merging
of states that share the same total angular momentum,
but differ in orbital angular momentum; the states lose
physical meaning at the merging point (see figure 5).
These are the same states that are problematic in the
DP equation in that they cross, rather than merge. Ei-
ther case indicates interesting physics involving these
states.
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This shows that both formulations of magnetic mo-
ment, DP and KGP, cannot be simultaneously correct
and it is likely that one of these descriptions more closely
describes nature. The quantum level splitting differences,
which are on the order of tens of kHz for the hydrogen
atom, are either already within reach or will soon be in
reach of modern spectroscopic experiments. These differ-
ences, however, are not sufficient to explain mysteries such
as the proton radius puzzle of Pohl et. al. [11]. However,
we did not study the relativistic scattering in KGP con-
text which provides the other ‘end’ of the puzzle. We also
see further opportunity since there can be still better ef-
fective approaches characterizing point magnetic moment
dynamics in the realm of RQM (section 5.3).
Because for the time being the magnetic moment inter-
action cannot be uniquely defined in quantum mechanics
as discussed here, a behavior we also found in the classi-
cal dynamics, [1], there is a strong motivation to continue
the study of different models of this phenomenon until a
convincing formulation emerges, or the experiment can
settle which of the models better reflects reality. While
the benefit of such study to atomic and nuclear systems
is immediately obvious, there are ramification relevant to
stellar astrophysics as discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.3 and
cosmology through the study of (Dirac) neutrinos which
are predicted [44] to have a small, but yet undetected,
magnetic moment.
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